How to hold BCC On Site Adjudications
1. Contact Tammy Schnittgrun, NPM Cantor Steering Committee Chair (tammyschnitt@yahoo.com).
2. Inform Tammy of the date and location of your BCC on site adjudication.
3. For this event— you will need two adjudicators, a local coordinator and an accompanist.
   FYI - NPM is not able to supply any $$ for adjudicators or accompanists.
   PLEASE NOTE that one on site adjudicator must be a current BCC adjudicator. The other can be a local Cantor trainer or clinician.
6. ***BCC applicants must be NPM members – either individual or parish.
7. Applications should be sent to the main office before the event to have membership reviewed prior to BCC date.
8. See additional handout titled, “Hints for BCC on site Coordinators” and “Hints for BCC On Site Adjudicators.”